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1> What particle orbits the nucleus of an atom? 

 
2> The term 'jumbo shrimp' is a? 

 
3> If it 8 p.m. in New York City, what time is it in Detroit? 

 
4> 'Absolute zero' refers to a measurement in what scale? 

 
5> What was the first disco dance tune to go platinum? 

 
6> This state's special edition quarter has the Wright Brothers and their plane on 

the back. 
 

7> Who said, 'If a free society cannot help the many who are poor, it cannot save 
the many who are rich.'? 

 
8> The first charge card in the world was... 

 
9> Sadie Hawkins' day originated in what comic strip? 

 
10> Kent Dorfman played what character in 1978s 'Animal House.' 

 
11> 'Checkers' lived in the white house with [vice] president... 

 
12> Jazz great Duke Ellington's' real first name was? 

 
13> 'Buddy Stores' are [were]? 

 

14> Baby Maggie Simpson spoke her first word Dec. 3 1992. who did her voice? 
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Answers:  

 
1> Electron - Electrons flowing from atom to atom produce electricity.  

2> Oxymoron - Civil War is another oxymoron.  
3> 8 p.m. - They are both in the eastern time zone.  

4> Kelvin - At this temperature atoms no longer move  
5> Disco lady - By Johnny Taylor.  

6> North Carolina - 'The birthplace of aviation'  
7> John F. Kennedy - During his inaugural speech.  

8> Diners club - In 1950.  
9> l'il Abner - Whereas women can propose marriage to men.  

10> Flounder - The delta tau chi house.  
11> Nixon - Checkers was a cocker spaniel.  

12> Edward - Full name - Edward Kennedy Ellington  
13> Aircraft fuel tanks - Used for plane to plane transfer of fuel.  

14> Elizabeth Taylor - Her first word was 'daddy'. 
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